
College of the Redwoods

Supplemental Budget Request Form

Fiscal Year:

Date:

Submitted by:

Account Code(s)

GL code to be budgeted?

$$ Amount $$

Comments or additional information:

Cabinet Decision

YES:

NO: Refer to next Program Review:

Cabinet Comments:

Cabinet Review Date:

Requests for new technology, facilities, or equipment 

require consultation. Did you consult with TPC or FPC?

YES:                  NO:

If yes, who was consulted?

Supplemental funding is designed to provide funds for items and/or activities not anticipated during the last program review process 

and cannot wait until the next program review funding cycle. Please fill out this form entirely and submit it to the appropriate 

Cabinet member.  The request will be reviewed by the President’s Executive Cabinet if Vice President approves . 

It is important to note that all funded items must be submitted to the appropriate integrated planning committee for review before 

implementation.

General Request:   
         

Operational Request: 
  

Urgent Request:     

Relationship to Institutional Plans (Strategic, Education, Annual, SSSP or Student Equity) or Assessment

Description of Request: include justification as to why it can't wait until next budget cycle

One-time or Permanent Augments?

Include the specific plan and action item relevant to your action to be taken. 

For example:  Annual Plan 2013-2014 Theme: Persistence; or  Goal 1: Student Success: EP.1.6.2 Develop a plan for narrowing the achievement 

gap for underrepresented student populations.

One-time augments:

    ●  Will be covered from temporary savings in other areas, or

    ●  Will increase the District’s total budget for the year?

    Permanent augments:

    ●  Will be covered by permanent budget cut in other area and identify the source of the budget cut, or

    ●  Will permanently increase the District’s budget.

Type of Request:

Adopted 4/2/2015


	Fiscal Year: 2015-16
	Date: 03/09/2016
	Submitted by: Angelina Hill
	Account Code: 
	Amount: $106,000
	Consultant: Steven Roper, Angelina Hill
	Augment: One-time, with savings each year after.
	Cabinet Comments: This is a mision critical requiest. 
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	Text15: March 9, 2016
	Comments or additional information: This request was submitted through program review, but we grossly underestimated the cost associated with the project, not realizing the cost of proprietary licenses.
	Plan: SP.3.2  Moving to a new server will improve operational efficiencies in that the systems operator will no longer have to load and re-load backup tapes and carry them around campus each day. SP.4.1 Moving to SQL will and a virtualized windows server will be a vast improvement to the technology infrastructure of the college. Student Information will be backed up in a more reliable and efficient manner, and the new server and data platform is easier to maintain from a human and fiscal resource standpoint. 
	Description: Colleague (aka Datatel) is currently hosted on a HP hardware that is growing old and starting to fail. Backup tapes have been "eaten" by the machine, and drives are beginning to act unpredictable. Datatel was down for three days this semester during registration because of the aging device. A move to a new server for Datatel is needed, and the data platform "Unidata" that we use for Datatel is approaching end-of-life and will no longer be supported by Ellucian. So it is very wise for us to move to the SQL data platform while we move to a new server environment.
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